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Gerety Addresses Forum
Presidential Candidate Is Only Finalist Selected
-By David Gerber-
Assistant News Editor
Tom Cerety, Dean of Law at the University of Cincinnati, is the unanimous
choice of the Search Commitee for Trinity's next president.
\ Photo by Sue Muik
After months of confidential
meetings and discussions, Thomas
Gerety, Dean and Nippert Profesor of
Law at the University of Cincinnati
College of Law, received the unani-
mous recommendation of the Trinity
Presidential Search Committee. Ger-
ety addressed an audience of over 300
people Wednesday afternoon in an
open forum held in the Washington
Room.
"He is the only finalist that we
are bringing back to campus because
of a unanimous decision that this was
the man that we wanted to present to
[the students]," said Barbara Scudder
'89, member of the Presidential Search
Committee.
In her introduction, Scudder also
explained lhat Gerety is officially still
a candidate and that, "he has not been
named president yet." The final deci-
sion will be made by the Board of
Trustees when they meet this week-
end. Student's suggestions and com-
ments were strongly requested by both
Scudder and by Katie Sherr '89, the
two student representatives on the
search committee,
Gerety addressed questions from
students regarding issues rangingfrom
changes in thecurriculum to potential
changes in the fraternity system.
According to Gerety, minority
recruitment is one of the most impor-
tant issues facing both Colleges and
American .society today. "It is the
highest priority to make institutions
like Trinity models of the way in
which... all sorts of people work to-
gether. Anybody who is faculty
member or an administrator or presi-
dent should make it the highest prior-
ity"
Shawn Wooden '91, President
of the Trinity Pan-African Alliance,
commented on Gerety's assertion.
Wooden said, "As far as how he'll
actually benefit the black community
here, we'll have to wait and see what
he does rather than go by what he
says."
The question concerning the al-
1989-90 Tuition Increases By $1500
-By Heather Smith-
News Stuff Writer
...... Inwhat will come as a shock to
many students and parents, the Busi-
ness Office has announced that tui-
tion and fees for 1989-90 are being
raised $ 1,540, a 9.1 % increase.
The largest single expense cate-
gory of the budget is employee com-
pensation. There will be a 7,0% in-
crease in salary pool for continuing
employees. Alan Saner, Business
Manager and Budget Director, ex-
plained, "It is hard to attract people
into higher education, and we can't
run the risk of having poor faculty."
The budget includes 10 to 11
new Staff and. Administrative posi-
tions, out of a requested 33. Though
some of these positions seem obscure,
as in the case of an animal caretaker in
the Life Science Center, are neces-
sary in order to receive a Federal
Grant. '
"There are many other items in
the budget that we can't control, and
we have to keep up with outside
forces," said Sauer. Medical insur-
ance is an obvious increase which has
its origin outside of Trinity. In addi-
tion, the college also has to deal with'
double-digit inflation rates -for sci- ;
ence equipment and library books,
both of which must be updated year to
year.
Those areas are m inor compared
to the 22.8% increase in the costs of
purchasing new computers for stu-
dents and the Administration, main-
tainance of current hardware, and
implementing new systems.
Total Student Aid will increase
12.2% over this year, and the portion
funded by thecollege increased 15.5%
to $2,986,000. Sauer added, "Funds
from federal agencies -are remaining
static, so we have to pull money from
the endowment due to the lack of out-
side money." The security improve-
ments to enhance safety on campus
are working, but they are costly.
The endowment grew 11.2% this
year as it has for the past several
years, and it is spent at approximately
5.0%. The revenue of the Capital
Campaign does not reduce, the tui-
tion, but it will fund a proposed new
building. The budget for 1989-90
includes an endowment income of
$3,200,000.while the proposed in-
come from tuition and fees is
$25,680,850.
Students are overwhelmingly
opposed the increase. One freshman
commented, "We will probably rate
in the top ten most expensive col-
leges, but not anywhere close to the
top ten academic institutions. I just
don't see what Trinity students pay
for that students at other schools
don't."
The Dean of Students Office was
unavailable to comment.
S auer assured students th at, "The
Trustees and President are concerned
about keeping tuition and fees under
control. Trinity's increase is not ex-
cessive when compared with increases
announcedby our competitors among
the other high quality institutions."
Sauer defends the budget; He
said, "One day to the next you may
not see a dramatic change, but changes
.go on behind the scenes very quietly.
Balancing the budget for 1989-90 has
been an extremely challenging and
difficult exercise,"
cohol policy was presented to the
candidate by Russ Kauff '90. Gerety
said, "The freedom to drink, coupled
with legal restrictions, is one of the
freedoms you have got to learn to live
with, unless there is an excess which
may endanger you or another student.
I would not expect myself, as presi-
dent, to get involved with that, except
by example."
Following the forum, Kauff
expressed satisfaction with the anwer
to his question. He said, "I was very
encouraged by his emphasis that the
most crucial part of the college expe-
rience is the freedom that you're pre-
sented with. The freedom to make
choices. Between that and his dislike
of 'heavy handed' administrativepol-
icy towards social life is extremely
encouraging. I would feel very com-
fortable with this man as president."
Critics of the presentation fell
that Gerety avoided many questions
by politically side-stepping the is-
sues. "He was very ambivalent about
many issues, and appeared hesitant to
take a firm stand on many topics,"
said Wooden.
The candidate also carefully
avoided comparing himself to retir-
ing president James English. Gerety
cited his limited exposure to the
campus for his inability to offer spe-
cific policy decisions to hypothetical
situations.
Primarily an academician, Ger-
ety has taught both law and philoso-
phy at several universities. Gerety
mentioned that he would be inter-
ested in teaching a course if he were
to become president.
Originally from Fairfield, Con-
necticut, Gerety attended Yale Uni-
versity, where he .graduated Cum
Laude with exceptional distinction in
philosphy in 1969. He has also ob-
tained his masters in philosophy, his
JD, and:.his Ph. D. all from Yale.
Gerety's resume is on reserve in the
Trinity Library.
Computers and Cash Stolen







Three Trinity students rescued a
man stranded on a jetty 200 hundred
yards from shore during spring break
in North Carolina. Coast Guard offi-
cials said waves were cresting at 3 to
4 feet when James Loutit '91, Steve
Spaulding '91 and Levi Richardson
'90 manuvered their motor boat near
the northern jetty of Masonboro Inlet
to bring Clarence Marshburn, 34, to
safety.
"He was really cold and had
fallen off about four times," said
Spaulding. Marshburn was soaked by
the 61 degree seas and had been
stranded for for about 25 minutes.
Marshburn was fishing in his
14-foot motor boat when he fell over-
board and his boat sped away, said
U.S. Coast Guard Petty Officer Daniel
Stonewall of Wrightsville beach. "He
said he caught a fish and the boat got
away from him,"' Stonewall said.
The three students were passing
through the inlei at about 6:30p.m, on
April 4 when they saw the fisherman
clinging to the rocks. "We had passed
him the first time on the way out of the
inlet, but as we were coming in we
saw him waving," Loutit said. "We
got the life preserver and a buoy and
threw that to him. He had the life
preserver around part of him and he
jumped into the water and we pulled
him into the boat," Richardson said.
Marshburn, who was wearing a
T-shirt, flannel shirt and shorts was
taken to the Wrightsville Beach Coast
Guard Station where officials warmed
him and called an ambulance. He
appeared.to be suffering from mild
hypothermia and had cuts on his legs,
officials said. •
Marshburn was treated at New
Hanover Memorial Hospital and re-
leased, a nursing supervisor said.
The Coast Guard later found his
boat more than 20 miles down the
coast, Loutit said.
"The amazing thing is that we
have a video tape of all this. We just
happened to have a video camera
with us," Loutit said. Spaulding
filmed the rescue, and the rape was
later played on local and Connecticut
television news.
The recent thefts of computer
equipment and small sums of cash
from Hallden Computing Center, the
Life Sciences Center, and Mather Hall
has placed Security on the alert.
The missing funds and equip-
ment, comprising twocomputers from
offices in the Life Sciences building,
acomputerfromtheStudent Accounts
Office, as well as cash and compo-
nents from Hallden Computing Cen-
ter, are believed to have been stolen
by an employee or employees of the
college.
"We're trying to determine who
had access," stated Director of Secu-
rity Biagio Rucci. Rucci noted that
each case involved a "key theft",
meaning there was no forced entry
and the siispect(s) utilized keys to
penetrate the locked offices.
The first such incident occurred
on March 19, with the disappearance
of two personal computers from of-
fices in the Life Sciences Center,
followed by a March 26 burglary in
the McCook building.
In addition to the pilfering of
equipment andcash on campus, Rucci
noted that an erstwhile employee of
the Computing Center had been pur-
chasing thousands of feet of electrical
wire from local businesses using
phony Trinity College purchase or-
ders. "He was let go; Then when he
was let go we found we were getting
billed for wires and material.,, we had
no use for," said Rucci.
Using the alias of Ron Hayes,
the employee, Ralph Tamafis, has
since been arrested by the West Hart-
ford police. Rucci disclosed that
Tamalis has admitted to a history of
substance abuse and used profits from
sales of the electrical wire as a source
of cash for drugs.
Tamalis had been an employee
of the college since January 9 of this
year. Stating that Security is cur-
rently examining Tamalis' possible
involvement in the computer thefts,
Rucci insisted he has not been desig-
nated as a suspect for the crimes.
"There are a couple or three
people we're looking at; we're just
trying to ascertain their positions in
different locations," Rucci observed
With respect to Tamalis's false pur-
chase orders, Rucci commented,
-' •. Rucci asserted that many of the
disappearances occurred on weekends
and involved hardware not identified
with the requisite brand ormarking as
property of the college. "The pieces
of equipment that were taken were
the ones that weren't branded."
Branding of computers renders them
easily identifiable as stolen goods on
the black market.
Director of Computing and
Communications Systems John
Langeland verified that, "The indi-
vidual who was arrested has not been
charged with the theft of the
PC's—Nothing has really changed in
the last week or so. We are increasing
our efforts to make sure all this equip-
ment is properly branded."
The College does not normally
insure the kind of property taken in
"We're out of [the investigation] these burglaries, so their financial
now," adding that the investigation is
the responsibility of the West Hart-
ford Police Department.
implications for the College cannot
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Op-Ed
Editorial
Trinity College is once again raising the price of
tuition by more than $ 1500. To students new to the'school
this may come as a shock, but the senior class will probably
remember than this is the third time in as many years that
large tuition increases have been announced.
It has been estimated that when children who are
now of less than two years of age reach college, they can be
expected to pay seventy or even eighty thousand dollars per
year at the colleges of the Ivy League and "little" Ivy's such
as Trinity.
As has been seen since 1986, tuition is not only
increasing but it is increasing at a progressively larger rate.
This means that in this era of a president who claims to
support education more any of his successors, education will
become nearly impossible except by means of government
financing or academic scholarship at many of the countries
most prestigious institutions.
Even at a state colleges and universities, it has been
projected that $30,000-$40,000 per year is not impossible for
children being bom now. President Bush can be
congratulated for making his proclamation as "the education
president" as he is aware that the continuing rise of the cost
of higher schooling is one of the most pressing problems of
our time. What and how much the President will actually
accomplish remains to be seen, but it has become clear that
the government is aware of the problem.
Back at home, it is now time for the students of
Trinity College to wonder whether this problem is one which
has to occur. Trinity's needs far outweigh its resources, but
many of these needs have been given priorities which seem
at best unwise and at worst simply foolish. Last semester
alone the school spent an exorbitant amount of money to
obtain a new telephone network with reduced long-distance
billing. While the new- system is convenient and will save
money a decade down the road, it is not essential to our
needs now, when we need more practical equipment, a larger
faculty, and a library which could compete with larger
schools. With the current increase in tuition, these problems
will be alleviated, but not solved. One hopes that the school
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I would like to respond to the
World Outlook article on the dilem-
mas facing the Republican Party in
the March 21 issue of the Tripod.
The copy itself is juvenile and far
from The Associated Press style of
writing. This is not, wholly, the
writer's fault, but his editors as well,
and pan of a larger problem. How-
ever, I will first address the article's
content.
Indeed, Rep. David Duke is a
smear on the Republican Party. I agree
that Duke's history as an active
member of the Ku Klux Klan is
completely reprehensible. However,
I disagree with the writer's implica-
tion that the leaders of the Republican
Party are unable to deal with the situ-
ation. Republican Party Chairman Lee
Atwater has both censured Duke, and
proposed that he have no access to
party funds. (I can only assume that
Einhorn missed this major news re-
lease).
I am also concerned with the
second "dilemma" the writer brings
up in his article - the staffing of the
Bush Administration. The question
put forth was, "... why hasn't the
Bush Administration been totally
assembled yet?" (I will save the split-
ting of the verb "been assembled" for
later criticism.) If the author had done
any research on his question, he could
have answered it himself. However,
being involved, personally, in the
process, I will shed some light on the
subject.
There are more than 10 times as
many people applying for positions
than there are positions avai lable. Each
one of these applicants must be
checked, completely, by the FBI.
Normally, these checks take approxi-
mately four months. However, being
inundated with applicants, the re-
sources at the Bureau are being
strained and, subsequently, the proc-
ess has slowed tremendously. There-
fore, the fault lies not completely with
the Administration, but more with the
FBI.
As long as I am dealing with
problems of the Trinity Tripod, I
think much could be done to improve
the quality of the paper. I understand
that not every writer can be versed in
all aspects of journalism. However, 1
do feel that it is possible to have the
editors of each department knowl-
edgeable of accepted writing styles
vand the basics of responsible journal-
ism. Much more responsibility should
be placed on these editors to perform
their jobs properly by editing each
article before it is published.
I cannot believe this story was
proofed before it was printed. For
example: "Ku Klux Klan" is mis-
spelled; various titles have been inis-
used or omitted; and there is gener-
ally poor grammar throughout (the
singular "a country" given the plural
"they" as a pronoun). These are a few
of the errors just in the first paragraph
of the story.
. Perhaps courses in journalism
and editing at the University of Hart-
ford could be required before one is
allowed to accept a position on the
editorial staff of the paper.
Sincerely,
Joshua,M. Bewlay "89
Peters Issues Open Letter
To the Men of Trinity
To the Men of Trinity College:
When will we learn to get our act
together? Why must we punish other .
members of the community during
our drinking rituals? After a couple of
days of academic work must we
continue the notion of rewarding
ourselves by getting wasted? Do we
honestly believe that abusing alcohol
followed by destructive behavior is
actually a form of male bonding?
I have worked and lived in a
campus community for the last 14
years. In fact, since my days of living
at home during high school, I know
only of campus residential life. I'm
getting embarrassed, hurt and angry
at the men of my> community. The
abhorrent behavior of my sex is not
isolated, but rather commonplace,
especially on weekends.
Some of our behavior can be
attributed to our frustrations. It is
difficult at times to be a man. There
are many expectations of us, to per-
form, to succeed. We put most of the
pressure on ourselves. Just listen to
the talk in our lockerrooms. It is filled
with braggadocios dialogue of our
sexual conquests. We have learned to
distort the beauty of Iovemaking and
turned it into another form of power
and competition.
: Who are our role models? Let's
face it, how many of us heterosexuals
live the life of Hollywood's studs
who always seem to "get the girl"?
So, we realize we can't compete and
turn to something that will help us
achieve manhood. Drink, to excess
with the fellows (and brag about it in
the morning)!
The true result of our perform-
ances is that we injure ourselves,
emotionally and physically. To be
honest, I'm running out of sympathy
for my brothers. The real victims are
the women of our community. They
are abused verbally and physically on
a weekly basis. Issues such as harass-
ment, physical assault and date rape
are quite common on our campus.
Enough is Enough!
I was happy to hear the commu-
nity outrage over the action of a few
of our men a few weeks back ("Two
Students Trash .Cars", 3/14 issue).
Some of the anger was directed at my
office for allowing the men to remain
on campus. Unfortunately, the com-
munity is not privy to all of the issues
involving discipline cases, including
the full penalties and the educational
process that we hope will alloy/ abus-
ers to learn to be positive members of
our community. One other point was
confusing to some. It was pointed out
that the alleged illegal function that
supplied alcohol to the men was not
in a fraternity house. The point was
not to protect the Greek system, but to
illustrate that we need to clean up
behavior in our residence halls. It just
is not responsible and down right
dangerous to host functions that are
based on alcohol. •
O.K. men, so what do we do?
Why don't we start by redefining our
roles. What are the social forces that
we should place on each other? What
can we do to start helping each other
out? The responsibility to check our
abusive ways should not rest with the
women of ourcommunity.Let'sbegin
to do it ourselves.
In Hope,
Kirk W. Peters
Asst. Dean of Students
Volunteers, Hosts Needed
For Community Workshops
To the Trinity Community.
This weekend, Trinity will host
the first student conference dealing
with issues of community service to
be held in the state. Over the two
days, there will be three sets of work-
shops dealing with such issues as
Homelessness, National Legislation,
Date Rape and Sexual Assault, Men-
tal Illness, Environmental Issues and
How to Work With Politicians. The
conference is being designed to both
address these issues and develop a
plan of action to deal with them di-
rectly.
A planning committee com-
prised of students from several cam-
puses across the state has been work-
ing for months to put together the
agenda. Speakers will include Greg
Ricks, Wayne Meisel, Senators John
Larson and Trinity graduate Kevin
Sullivan, and Commissioner of Edu-
cation Norma Glasgow, A benefit
concert will be held Saturday night
featuring such bands as the Reducers
and 6 Feet Under, and individuals
George Logan '91, Katryna Nields
'91, and Tracy Blackman. Proceeds
will go to the Connecticut Traumatic
Brain Injury Association and is open
to the campus. All events of the
conference are open to Trinity stu-
dents.
We, as host school, will need a
great deal of volunteer help! Our
most dire need is for rooms for those
who will stay overnight. All that is
needed is a floor to crash on—you •
will not be responsible for theirenter-
tainmerit! If you can offer space in
your room for the night, PI .EASE
contact the Community Outreach
office at 297-2160 or box 3024. Also,
we need volunteers to help out with
registration and other short term (1 to
2-hours) jobs. This will be aguararh
teed fun and exciting experience!





The opinions expressed in the above
letters do not necessary reflect the
thoughts, beliefs, opinions, ideas,
desires or religious convictions of
the Tripod staff.
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Connections...Into the 90's" is the
title of the first annual statewide stu-
dent community service conference
that is being held this Saturday and
Sunday, April 22 and 23, at Trinity.
The conference is planned to be
an opportunity tor students who are
involved in community service or are
interested in becoming involved, to
meet with students from other schools
and share ideas and create plans of
action.
The conference has been organ-
ized primarily by six Community
Outreach volunteers. These volun-
teers are Marissa Boyers '89, Kerry
Mackay '91, Eleanor Traubman '91,
David Friedman '91, Li/. Goldthwait
'91, and Clayton I-Iurd '92.
Ten Connecticut schools have
been involved in the planning of the
conference since November: Central
Connecticut State University, Con-
necticut College, Sacred Heart Uni-
versity, Trinity College, University
of Bridgeport, University of Connecti-
cut, Wesleyan University, Western
Connecticut State University, and
Yale University.
Members of the service organi-
sations from each of those colleges
sat on a state-wide planning commit-
tee, chaired by UConn student Stephen
Saloom '89. :
Boyers, President of Commu-
nity Outreach at Trinity, sat on that
committee and said that a conscious
effort was made to "involve lots of
different types of schools, not just
small liberal arts residential colleges."
She feels that everybody's input is
needed and that these col leges will be
sure to offer some new and exciting
perspectives about community serv-
ice.
One of the main goals of the
conference will be to make students
aware of a nationwide college move-
ment towards community service and
involvement. Some of the issues that
the conference will focus on will be
Hunger and Homelessness, Adult Il-
literacy, Mental Illness, Cultural
Awareness, and Drug Education.
The networking of the students
will allow for everyone involved to
examine the realities, discuss the
problems, and brainstorm solutions.
This will enable the students to begin
to construct a plan of action for their
community service projects.
Many of the Spotlight Speakers
for the conference are involved in a
national organization called the
Campus Outreach Opportunity
League (COOL).
Jude Hersey, the first Commu-
nity Outreach Coordinator at Trinity,
lias also put much effort into the
conference. She gives most of the
credit for the conference planning to
the students, who she feels are "doing
a wonderful job."
Although many of the speakers
are not students, most of the work-
shops will be led by students. One
workshop titled Global Connections
will be run by Eleanor Traubman '91.
The- interaction . between the
various colleges is what Hersey feels
will make this conference successful.
Between 100-200 students from the
ten schools are expected to attend the
conference
The.Conference will begin with
Registration 9:00 am Saturday, and
will conclude Sunday afternoon at
1:00 pm. Saturday night, students
will take a well-deserved break from
their brainstorming and problem solv-
ing to enjoy a night of entertainment.
Tracy Blackmail , Six Feet Under,
and The Reducers will be performing
in addition to other bands which will
be announced at a later date.
The concert will be open to
everyone, and there will be an admis-
sion fee of $3. All proceeds will go to
the Connecticut Trauma Brain Injury
Association.
Hoststudentsare neededforSat-
urday night. Hosts need not take part
in the conference, nor entertain the
guests - they need only provide a
place for them to stay.
For registration forms, host of-
fers, or more information, just dial
297-2160, drop a note in Box #3024,
or contact the Student Activities Of-
fice located in the Mather Campus
Center.
Symposium Addresses Abortion Issues
Special to tlwTripod
On Saturday Trinity was the
location for a Symposium on Abor-
tion Issues featuring ten speakers
representing different perspectives on
abortion. The event was organized
by the Women's Studies Committee
led by chair Liz Osterhus '89, Wom-
ens Center Coordinator Judith
Bran/burg, and professors Sonia Lee,
Cheryl Greenburg, and Jane Nadel.
Osterhus introduced and mod-
erated the first panel discussion which
was intended to present the "neutral"
aspects of abortion; medical, psycho-
logical and ethical.
Trinity College Assistant Pro-
fessor of Philosophy Maurice Wade
considered the "Ethical Issues of
Abortion." Wade gave a general
overview of the abortion debates and
clarified the arguements on all sides.
Dr. Michael Bracken, Director
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Yale-New Haven Hospital, spoke on
the "Psychological Ramifications of
Abortion." Bracken commented on
his statement in the New York Time.?
that the evidence on the psychologi-
cal effects of abortion is conclusive.
He felt that any negative psychologi-
cal results were not a result,of the
procedure but rather of social influ-
ences.
Dr. Gary Nobert, medical direc-
tor of the City of Hartford's Family
Planning Clinic, lectured on the
"Medical Aspects of Abortion." He
cited his personal, experiences of
working in a hospital emergency room
and witnessing the effects of illegal
"coathanger" abortions. He also felt
that women should be the ones mak-
ing the decisions about abortion.
i Lee served as moderator at the
second panel. Director of the His-
panic Health Council in Hartford
Candida Flores, stressed the "Impact
of Abortion Policy on Hispanics."
She noted that in light of an experi-
ence of her friend going through an
abortion, women of color are more
likely to suffer the negative conse-
quences of unsafe abortions because
of high medical costs. : "
Dr. Meredith Burke, coordina-
tor of management information for
Family Planning International Assis-
tance in New York, informed the
audience about "International Abor-
tion Practice and Policy." She pro-
vided a wealth of statistics and results
of research in support of'her position
that abortion should be legal and
federally funded.
The third panel addressed legis-
lative issues from the pro-life posi-
tion and was moderated by Branzburg.
Connecticut StateSenatorFred Love-
grove, Jr. (R-28th Dist.) provided
information on "State Initiatives on
Abortion Legislation." Lovegrove
has been an adversary of all efforts to
fund abortion. He has also been a
supporter of greater restrictions on
abortion including a bill to require
parental consent of minors.
Susan Smith of the Pro-Life
Council of Connecticut spoke on
"Current Strategies on Abortion
Legislation." Also prepared with an
arsenal of information, she ardently
defendedherpro-lifeposition. Smith,
a single mother for eight years be-
came pregnant while in college. She
claims that society does not provide
adequate support to single mothers.
Greg Loken, of Covenant House in
New York, who was scheduled to
discuss the "Theological Foundation
for Pro-Life" claimed that as a law-
yer, he was better-suited to discuss
the realistic aspects of abortion.
Assistant Professor of History
Cheryl Greenberg served as modera-
tor for the fourth panel. Klara Grape,
the executive director of Connecticut
National Abortion Rights Action
League, spoke about "Current Strate-
gies on Abortion Legislation." The
Rev. Susan Wyan of the Religious
Coalition for Abortion Rights, gave a
talk on the "Theological Foundations
for Ero-Choice."
Osterhus stressed that the sym-
posium was not intended to represent
one view more than the other, but
rather as an educational event. There
was a diligent attempt to evenly rep-
resent different aspects of the abor-
tion issue so that people who attended
would feel that they had been given
complete information regarding the
issues.
In keeping with this goal, the
format was structured in panels rather
than as a debate. For the same reason,
an effort was made to prevent two
people appearing on the same panel
who had opposing views.
• This fall, the committee nar-
rowed the topic to abortion issues
before the Supreme Court decided to
hear the Missouri case of Webster v.
Health and Human Services. The
symposium coincidentally fell be-
tween the date of the NOW march on
Washington and the date for the hear-
ing of the Missouri case, which is
April 26. •
SGAInfo Box
*An ad-hoc committee of the SGA, the Dicipline
Committee, is currently exploring the possibilities
of a student organized committee to deal with non-
academic, dicipline on campus. (Any suggestions
or questions should be directed to David Gerber
Box #1643)
*Linda DiPaolo (Box #540), chairperson of the
Food Committee, is currently working on.a food
service credit system which would involve the
meal plan, the Cave, and the New Social Center.
*SGA invites students to attend the annual Health
Fair which will be held on April 26th.
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Clean-Up Volunteers Raise $5,000
-By John Claud-
News Editor
The Hartford Hunger Clean-Up
took place this'past weekend, with
over 190 local students taking part in
the largest student-run community
service activity in the nation.
- The Trinity chapter of Connecti-
cut Public 'Interest Resource Group
(ConnPIRG) was responsible for the
state organization of the Clean-Up.
Jen Van Campen '90 was the state
organizer and Laura Thomas' 89 was
responsible of bringing the Clean-Up
to other schools. Bruce Corbett '90
contacted worksites and arranged for
their participation.
In Hartford, the Hunger Clean-
Up was organized by the Trinity
Chapter of ConnPIRG. Trinity stu-
dents and University of Hartford and
Hartford College for Women students
participated today. Trinity and UHart
students, who left from the registra-
tion point outside Jackson, visited
sixteen worksites and raised over
$5,000. The money raised will be
given to local, national, and interna-
tional food banks.
Over 100 cities participated in
the Clean-Up nationwide this week-
end. In Connecticut, worksites be-
sides Hartford were located in Storrs,
Fairfield, Danbury, Bridgeport, New
London, and Middletown. Local
college students were responsible for
TCBWO Holds Black
Women's Weekend
Four different speakers were the
focus of a well-attended Black
Women's Weekend last weekend at
Trinity. On Friday, poet and profes-
sor Audre Lorde spoke on "Black
Feminism in the Eighties". On Satur-
day, Educationalist Femi Bogle-As-
segai, Professor Sylvias ArdenBoone,
and Film Critic Donald Bogle pre-
sented speeches on different issues
concerning black women.
Two students Tijuana Murray
'91 and Kimberly Jones '89 were the
organizers of the event sponsored by
theTrinity Coalition of Black Women
with the theme "A Definition of Self:
Putting Black American Women in a
Historical and Social Context."
•"""•• Director of Mather Campus
Center April Brown who also helped
with the event and was impressed
with high attendance at each of the
events. Brown felt that the purpose of
the event was so that black women
could pool together to learn more
about their historical backround with
different themes and in different so-
cieties.
Brown also noted that TCBWO
thought the weekend went well and
that they leamed.a lot from the expe-
rience.
Lorde, who spoke on Friday
night, is Thomas Hunter Professor of
English at Hunter College of the City
of New York. She lias written numer-
ous books including "The Cancer
Journals"; "From a Land Where Other
People Live," which was nominated
for the National Book Award in 1974;
and "A Burst of Light," a collection
of essays and speeches. Her lecture
on "Black Feminism in the 1980s"
was the keynote address forthe week-
end.
• Barbara Scudder '89 found
Lorde to be an empowering woman
and speaker, "She opened up- the
discussions to the audience asking
what they wanted to get out of it,"
Scudder-explained. "Her message
was that learning was an interaction
between new information and who
you are. This interaction in turn
motivates you to action. She also
encouraged the audience to work for
change."
On Saturday morning, Femi
Bogle-Assegai led a discussion on
"Black Women's Place in Matrilin-
eal/Matrifocal Traditional African
Societies" which was closed to the
public. She was followed in the after-
noon by Sylvia Arden Boone, Asso-
ciate Professor of History of Art and
Associate Professor of African &
Afro-American Studies at Yale Uni-
versity. Boone's lecture called
"ImagesofBeauty"concerned themes
of beauty surrounding women of
color.
Donald Bogle delivered a slide-
illustrated lecture titled "Brown
Sugar: Eighty Years of America's
Black Female Superstars" ^Saturday'
night in Rittenberg Lounge. Bogie is
well-known for his ground-breaking
research on the lives and careers of
America's finest black performers in
•• movies,, television, theater, and mu-
sic.
His first book, the now classic
"Toms, Coons, Mulattoes, Mammies,
& Bucks" was named the Best Film
Book of the Year by the Theatre
Library Association. His dynamic
portrait of America's greatest black
female performers of the 20th cen-
tury, "Brown Sugar: Eighty Years of
America's Black Female Superstars,"
was made into a four-part documen-
tary series for PBS.
Bogle has worked as a staff writer
at Ebony as well as hav ing written for
Film Comment, Saturday Review,
Essence, Elan, and University, Fur-
ther, he has ben a guest on such tele-
vision programs such as Today, En-
rertainmenf Tonight, and Donahue.
Shawn Wooden'91 said "Lorde
and Bogle-Assegai were great. Eve-
rything was well put together. I was
glad I went because as.a black male it
gave me a different perspective on
black feminism which is very differ-
ent from white feminism."
Wooden also added thathehoped
they would hold the weekend again,
and that it would become a bigger
event with more participation from
white students.
organizing and performing the tasks
required by the worksites. Over 700
students participated statewide. They
raised over $11,000.
Trinity President James English
presented an address at the com-
mencement of the Clean Up. "You,
should be proud of yourselves," said
English, "becauseTrinity is certainly
proud of you."
"We were disappointed with the
weather, but as far as the turnout was
concerned, I can't really be disap-
pointed," said Samantha Kostner '89,
Cooordinator of the Trinity Hunger
Clean-Up. "400 students were sup-
posed to participate, and 200 showed
up. I think that's a good turnout
considering it was such a horrible
day."
Several campus groups partici-
pated in the event, including almost
all fraternities and sororities, several
athletic teams, and several dormitory
units.
The contingency from Sigma Nu
worked at the Puerto Rican National
Forum on Washington Avenue, paint-
ing three rooms, contributing to a
$3,000 renovation on the Forum.
The worksites in Hartford in-
cluded Foodshare, a local food ware-
house, several schools and parks, and
the wekend elderly service.
Emmy Award-Winning television journalist Gil Noble will give a lecture al
Trinity College on Tuesday, April 18, at 4:15 p.m. in Rittenburg Lounge of
Mather Hall. File Photo
Trinity Participates in NOW March
Special To the Tripod
Tom Robinson '90 and David CKalfanl '90, part of a band performance at the
Vernon St. Social Center opening for lunchtime service. Photo by lisa Denny
Last Sunday, April 9, approxi-
mately twenty-five Trinity students
attended the March for Women's
Equality and Women's Lives in
Washington, D.C.
Among those who marched were
Gail Belanger '89, Marissa Boyers
'89, Caitlin Dean '89, Amy Fiske '
'89, Seth Goodwin '89, Jon Mills
'89, Julie Overeynder "89, Linda
Vozzella '89, Julie Beman"90, Sarah
Dolven '91, and Kharma Paige '91.
Boyers also served as a' facilitator' or
organizer for the event.
Professors Fred Pfeil, George
Higgins, and Judith Branzburg, Co-
ordinator, for the Women's Center,
aiso attended the march.
The march, sponsored by the
National Organization for Women
(NOW), was attended by approxi-
mately 650,000 people from all fifty
states, Puerto Rico, and fifteen for-
eign countries. This is the largest
number of people for a civil liberties
march in the nation's history.
The marchers gathered to show
support for both the unpassed Equal .
Rights Amendment as well as for the
pro-choice aspect of the abortion is-
sue. Most of the participants felt they
were taking a strong and unprece-
dented stand for women's rights.
As Overeynder stated, "The is-
sue is clearly about the unending battle
for control of women's wombs, and
that infuriates me." Branzburg sec-
onded the view saying, "It is still a
women's issue."
The march began with a rally at
the Washington Monument at. 10:30
am. Step-off was at 1:00, and the
march proceeded down Constitution
Avenue to the Capitol.
On the steps of the Capitol, a
rally was held featuring speeches by
women's rights leaders, politicians,
and celebrities such as Congress-
woman Pat Schroeder (D-Colo.),
Bella Abzug, and Jesse Jackson.
The march was attended by
mothers and daughters marching side
by side, some with signs of "Mother
by choice." Chants of "Shame" di-
rected: toward the pro-lifers, and
"What about the babies?" toward the
marchers competed for listeners on
the streets. As Beman said, Thad a
real sense of making history."
"It was an historical march, and
one of the strongest demonstrations
to take place in the capital or any-
where." stated Boyers.
"So many people came up to me,
and told me repeatedly how glad they
were I had done this and how proud I
should be to have made this stand,"
Overeynder said.
Many of the marchers expressed
disappointment and even anger at the
press treatment the following day.
The New York Times, for example,
carried the story on the first page, but
quoted the size of the march at
300,000, less than half of the actual
number, and the numbers of counter-
protestors at 2,000, ten times the size
of their contingent.
Paige and Dolven both expressed
frustration at the lack of attention
paid to the march by the press, and
said that they felt that the uniqueness
of the event had been lost and even
mistreated. Despite the incredible
number of marchers. President Bush's
official statement was "No comment."
press treatment was actually far supe-
rior to other marches. "I was pleased,"
said Branzburg, about the coverage
and the attitude of the news reports in
general. The fact that the march was
pro-choice and the coverage was, for
the most part, positive was a signifi-
cant improvement over similar dem-
onstrations of years past.
The march itself coincided with
the upcoming Supreme Court case
which deals with the limitation of the.
availability of abortion and funding
for abortions..
The state of Missouri created
certain laws in order-to have them
challenged in court. They hoped a
case would be taken to the Supreme
Court which would weaken the land-
mark Roe v. Wade decision passed
According to Branzburg the sixteen years ago.
Upward Bound
Sponsors "Believers"
The traveling black musical
theater troupe The Believers will
present "Faith Journey", a musical
theater documentary of drama, song,
and movement on the accomplish-
ments of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. at
7 p.m. Saturday, April 29, at the
Weaver High School Auditorium in
Hartford.
The performance is sponsored
by theTrinity College UpwardBound
Parent Community Advisory Board
and the National Performance Net-
work Inc. Proceeds will benefit the
Trinity college Upward Bound Pro-
gram, which provides potential first-
generation college students from
Hartford and Bloomfield with the
motivation and skills they need to
pursue post-secondary education
successfully.
"Faith Journey", according to
Dennis Mink, director of Upward
Bound, "presents black spirituals and
freedom songs that reach beyond the
barriers Of class, race, and national-
ity."
The Believers, formerly AFRI
Production, is a theater resource or-
ganization based in New York City.
The group recently appeared in a four-
part Public Broadcasting Service
series titled "Thank God!", the musi-
cal history of the black church, pro-
duced by Tony Brown.
That program was vie wed in 250
U.S. markets and 20 foreign coun-
tries and was seen by some 12 m illi on
viewers here and abroad.
Tickets for "Faith Journey" may
be purchased at the door or in advance
from the Trinity Upward Bound of-
fice, 76 Vernon Street. General
Admission to the performance is $ 11,
with group rates available.
For more information call the
Trinity College Upward Bound office
at 297-2123'or 297-2 J24.
Election
Info: SGA
Students interested in run-
ning for a leadership position on
the Student Government Asso-
ciation should pick up a petition
in the Student Activities Office.
All candidates will be required to
collect fifty signatures on their
petition, as well as answer three
short answer questions.
The questions are: What do
you feel is the major issue facing
SGA in the upcoming year? What
will you do in SGA to represent
the student body? and, What can
the SGA do to improve student
life on campus?
Petitions and answers should
be submitted to Box 1388 or to
Matt Maginniss by Thursday,
April 27. A student debate of the
eligible candidates will be held
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News
Pike Initiates Escort Program
Hartford, CT--
Triniiy's Hpsilon Alpha chapter
of Pi Kappn Alpha has begun a walk-
ing escort service for students during
its parlies. The program employs two
non-drinking fraternity brothers in
addition to lite student monitors re-
quired by the administration alcohol
policy.
According to President John K.
Woodlock, the service is designed to
walk anyone home who appears to be
in need of assistance. The brothers
volunteer to serve as "walkers" and
agree not to drink any alcohol for the
entire evening. Each student who
takes a walking escort is logged into
a register with his or her name, ID
number, campus address and time of
departure. Upon returning to the
house, the escort logs in the time
again.
"Our hope not only is to ensure
the safety of anyone attending our
parties, but also to reduce the liability
of the fraternity when alcohol is
served," said Woodlock. "We used
the new service during our last party,
and its success has determined that it
will be incorporated into all of our
open parties."
The "Walking Escort Service"
has been established to enhance the
security escort service already in
place.
"Often, a student who may have
had too much to drink is unwilling to
wait for a security escort," said
Woodlock. "Waiting for security
could be too tedious and, instead, the
student walks home on fhis or her]
own. It is this student that is at great-
est risk of injuring himself. By offer-
ing an immediate escort to walk the
student home, we are sure that he or
.she will get home .safely.
The walking escort service has
been endorsed completely by Biagio
Rucci, director of Campus Security.
"This program is a responsible
move on the part of the brothers," said
Rucei. "By taking the school policy
one step further, Pike- is not only
demonstrating some responsibility,
but they are definitely decreasing their
liabilities and the potential fora seri-
ous problem. I hope the trend catches
on."
Faculty Promoted
The board of trustees recently
announced the following promotions
for faculty:
Trinity College professor of Psy-
chology Karl Haberlandt has been
appointed the Dana Research Profes-
sor for 1989-90 and 1990-91 at Trin-
ity.
The appointment will allow
Haberlandt to devote more time to his
research on reading, During his two
years as Dana Professor, he will pres-
ent at least one public lecture on his
work.
Haberlandt has been a member
of the Trinity College faculty since
New Groups Formed
With the new president's immi-
nent appointment, many student
groups have seen this year as an espe-
cially oppotune time to effect change.
Both S.P.A.R.C. (Students Promot-
ing Action to Revisuali/.e Campus)
and the SGA Ad-Hoc Committee on
the Investigation of a Student Judici-
ary System are urging students for
their input and their support.
The S.P.A.R.C. was formed two
months ago by a group of students








provements which could be made for
the Trinity community. One of their
current projects is the increase of
library access hours. All students are
invited to come to the group's next
meeting, Thursday, April 20th, at
10p.m. in McCook 102.
The SGA ad-hoc committee has
met once and is expected to meet
again this week. The purpose of the
committee is to increase the role of
students in the administration's disci-
plinary decisions regarding non-aca-
demic offenses. Many models are
presently being discussed as possi-
bilities for the "court's" structure and
composition.
In order to eliminate the elitist
nature that brought ruin to the Me-
dusa, a former student judiciary, the
committee is considering a jury for-
mat in which a jury is randomly se-
lected froni among a pool of willing
students. All comments are highly
welcomed. Students may either send
their ideas to box 1643, or speak with
their SGA representative.
1968. He specializes in cognitive
psychology, cognitive science and
theories of reading comprehension.
During his career, Haberlandt has
received several grants from the Na-
tional Science Foundation.,
Haberlandt earned his Bache-
lor's in WestBerlin. He holds master's
and doctoral degrees in psychology
from Yale University. '
Richard J. Hazelton has been
promoted recently to professor of
physical education at Trinity College.
Hazel ton, who has served as
directors of the Trinity College ath-
letic program since 1982, joined the
Trinity faculty iii 1974. He earned a
bachelor of arts degree from Marietta
College in 1966 and a master of sci-
ence degree in physical education with
a concentration in sports administra-
tion from the University of Massa-
chusettes in 1976.
Hazeltoh is treasurer of the New
England Small College Athletic
Conference. He served as chairman
of the North /South Hockey Tourna-
ment Committee of the Eastern Col-
legiate Athletic Conference in 1987
and 1988. '
Diane C. Zannoni was promoted
recently to professor of economics at
Trinity College.
Zannoni joined the Trinity Col-
lege faculty in 1975 and specializes in
teaching macroeconomics and econo-
metrics. She has been published
widely, particularly in the "Journal of
Post-Keynesian Economics." She is
currently conducting research at Cam-
bridge University in England,
Zannoni received a bachelor's
degree in economics from Villanova
University in 1971. She received a'
doctoral degree in economics from
the State University of New York at
Stony Brook in 1976.
SUMMER STORAGE
INSTEAD OF HAULING ALL YOUR "STUFF" HOME,
HOW ABOUT PUTTING'IT IN SELF STORAGE ?
a******.**********************.******
Share the rent with a
friend. Convenient, easy
















$$$$ and lots of fun
come work at...
REUNION '89
Thursday, June 15th to Sunday,
June 18th
• Jobs ranging from bar-tending and
waitressing to life-guarding and baby-
sitting.
• Enjoy chatting with alumni as they
relive their Trinity days!
• Lots of fun and good money!!
Anyone interested in working at
, Reunion, please contact Nancy
Tellier in the Alumni Office at
297-2406.
PIZZARONI











For Super Fast Deliver};:
Call 249-3899
Don't forget to ask for your
FREE liter of soda with every
purchase of a medium or large
pizza
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Announcements
EXHIBITIONS
"Life in London, 1800-1840: an Illus-
trated Survey." Trumbull Room,
Watkinson Library, "A" floor. Trin-
ity College Library. Open 8:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
and from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on
Saturdays when the College in in
session. Free Admission. Monday,
February 13-Friday, June 16.
"Mysterious Travelers: Birds of the
Arctic." Watkinson Library. "A"
Floor, Trinity College Library. Open
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday and from 9:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. on Saturdays when the
College in in session. Free Admis-
sion. Monday, February 13-Friday,
June 16.
"Selections of American Landscape
Painting." I:00p.m.to5:00 p.m. daily.
WidenerGallery, Austin Arts Center.
Free Admission. Tuesday, March 7-
Friday, April 28.
senior citizens: $6. Box office: (203)
297-2199.
POETRY
Tuesday, April 25—There will be a
poetry reading by Martin Espada, the
noted Puerto Rican poet, at 4:00 P.M.
in Hamlin Hall. Free admission.
LECTURES
Tuesday, April 18—"Story-based
Memory" by Roger Schank, profes-
sor of computer science and psychol-
ogy at Yale University. 8:00. P.M.,
Boyer Auditorium, Life Sciences
Center. Free admission. Part of the
Third Annual Artificial Lecture Se-
ries presented by Trinity College and
the Hartford Graduate Center. This
event is sponsored by Aetna Life and
Casualty, Travelers Insurance Com-
pany, Combustion Engineering and
United Technologies Research Cen-
ter.
Wednesday, April 19—"More of the
Same, or a New Beginning? The
Return to Democracy in Latin Amer-
ica" by Trinity Visiting Lecturer in
History Dale Graden of Storrs, Trin-
ity Assistant Professor of Economics
Miguel Ramirez of Wethersfield, and
Trinity Assistant Professor of Mod-
ern Languages Roger Zapata of Hart-
ford. 4:15 P.M.
Friday, April 21—A lecture entitled
"The Spirit of Management: Busi-
ness Evangelism and the Crowd
Metaphor in American Culture, 1900-
1925" will be given by Professor
Gregory Bush (University of Miami)
at 4:15 in Rittenburg Lounge. The
lecture is sponsored by American
Studies Program.
Monday, April 24—Sarah Hoagland
will speak on "Lesbian Ethics", at
7:30 P.M. in the Alumni Lounge.
This is part of Bisexual-Gay-Lesbian
Awareness Day (B-Glad).
Tuesday, April 25—PatriciaReville,
assistant coordinator of the Women's
Center will lead agallerytalkon "The
Postcard Project: Celebrating Our
Heroines". Ms. Reville will lead
discusssion and answer questions.
The exhibition is on display in the
Library main lobby exhibit case.
Tuesday, April 25—St. Anthony Hall
presents as the 1989 Martin W.Clem-
entLecturerinternationally acclaimed
architect and designer of the new
academic buildingCesarPellion April
25th at 8:00 P.M. in the Washington
Room.
Tuesday, April 25—"From Mecha-
nism to Materialism in Enlighten-
ment Biology" by Shirley Roe,asso-
ciate professor of histroy at the Uni-
versity of Connecticut. Sponsored by
the biology department and history of
science at Trinity. 4P.M. Life Scienes
Center, room 134. A reception will
follow the talk.
Tuesday, April 25—Ms. Tsultrim
Allione, noted buddhist author of
"Women of Wisdom" will give a talk
and mini-workshop in Seabury 39 at
4:00 P.M. The title of the lecture is
"Women andBuddhism." Thepublic.
is invited and an open reception will
follow in the Rittenberg Lounge at
6:30 P.M.
Tuesday, April 25—"Women and
Change in Brazil from the 1920's to
the Present", by Emilia Viotti Da
Costa, professor of Latin American
History at Yale University, author
and native of Brazil. 7:15 P.M.
McCook Auditorium. Free admis-
sion. Sponsored by Trinity College's
Program for Hispanic Studies in
Cordoba and the Yale Visiting Fac-
ulty Program.
Tuesday, April 25—"Newfoundland
and Labrador," a narrated slide pro-
gram by naturalist/photographer Sam
Fried. 8 P.M. Watkinson Library, A
floor, Trinity College Library. Free
admission. Reception follows pres-
entation.
Wednesday, April 26—James For-
man, Executive Secretary of the Stu-
dent Non-Violent Coordinating
Committee from 1961-1966 and a
chief organizer for. the Mississippi
Freedom Summer- Project of 1964,
will give a talk on the film, "Missis-
sippi,Burning". Mr. Forman was on
of the most vocal civil rights organiz-
ers, and continues to be active in the
field today. The author of the book,
The Making of Black Revolutionar-
ies. Mr. Forman is eminantly quali-
fied to talk about the truth behind the
Chaney, Goodman, Schwerner Case.
Wednesday, April 26—Meryl Levin,
Class of 1989, will give a Trinity
Action Project fellowship Talk at4:00
P.M., at 70 Vernon Street Lounge.
The talk is entitled "After the Air Lift:
Ethiopian Jews in Israel," and is free
to the public. Refreshments will be
served.
Wednesday, April 26—"Neural
Transplants" by John Sladek of the
department of neurobiology, Univer-
sity of Rochester. 7 p.m. Rittenburg
Lounge, Mather Hall. Free admis-
sion. Part of The Frontiers of Bi-
omedical and Clinical Engineering, a
free public symposium sponsored by
Trinity College and the Hartford
Graduate Center.
Wednesday, April 26—Lecture by
Rackstraw Downes, a contemporary
landscape artist. 7:30 P.M.'Boyer
Auditorium, Life Sciences Center.
Free admission.
Monday, May 1—"The Three Spains
of 1492: Moors, Christians and Jews
in the Making of a National State" by
Visiting Associate Professor of His-
tory Michal Weisser. Sponsored by
the Trinity College Columbus Proj-
ect. 8 P.M. Rittenberg Lounge,
Mather Hall. Free admission. This is




Internationally Acclaimed Architect and Designer of
the New Academic Building on Campus
Tuesday, April 25th
8:00pm in the Washington Room
SUMMER STORAGE:
Self storage is an
inexpensive solution to
the big problem of
taking all your "stuff"
home, what to do with it
there and getting it all
back to school in the fall.
A space and the cost can
be shared with a friend.
Approx. cost of a share
unit is $20. per month.
Month to month rental/
no long term obligation.
Call in West Hartford
525-2011 or in , ,
Wethersfield 721-9663. .
j ^ T h c Writing Center
I l l r New Expanded Sunday Hours!.
TDaytime Hours: 115 Vernon Street
Monday 9am - 5pm Wednesday : 9am-5pm
Tuesday 9am - Noon/ 1?5 pm Thursday 9am - 5pm
Friday 9am - Noon/ 1-4 pm
Sun. and Evening Hours: Library -
Seminar Rm 3
Sunday 1-4 pm/ 6:30 - 9:30 pm
Monday - Thursday 6:30 - 9:30 pm
Drop in or phone for an appointment
297-2460 297-2461
Career Counseling
TODAY... All seniors interviewing with AT&T should plan on attending
the Info Session tonight at 7 p.m. in the Alumni Lounge. Interested in
advertising? Come to the Advertising Workshop at 4 p.m. in the Alumni
Lounge and/or the Advertising Lecture at 8 p.m. in McCook Auditorium,
the workshop and lecture will be given by Cynthia L. Round, Senior Vice
President, Management Supervisor at Ogilvey & Mather.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 15 ... Are you interested in Med School but
don't have the undergraduate pre-med schedule? There's hope. Bryn
Mawr College will be holding an Info Session at 7 p.m. in the Rittenberg
Lounge about their Post Baccalaureate Pre Med program.
THURSDAY, MARCH 16... Are you wondering what it might be like to
work for a non-profit organization or how to go about getting a job with
one? Come to the Career Forum on Careers in Non-Prof it. It will be held
at 7 p.m. in the Rittenberg Lounge.
SENIORS... Remember that even though bidding has ended there are
still additions to the interivew schedule* Pitney Bowes and Leaton
Financial Goup have both added interview schedules whouch are on a
first come - first seved sign up basis. Keep an eye out for updates from'
career counseling and check the bulletin boards and the CCO and in
Mather.
A recruiting fair sponsored by Career Vision (NY), will beheld
in Hynes Auditorium, Boston, MA on Aprin3-14,1989. Employers from
a range of career fields will conduct brief interviews on a walk-in basis.
A preliminary list of employees is available in the CCO. Questions? See
Rozanne Burt.
JUNIORS, SOPHMORES AND FRESHMEN !... Are you wondering
what you might be doing when you graduate? Concerned about the
endless possibilities that exist? You may want to attned DARE TO
DISCOVER - a career exploration program. In order to participate in
DARE TO DISCOVER, stop by the Career Counseling Office.
For all of you not heading off in search of the sun, the Career Counseling
office will remain open over Spring Break so if you need to do more
research or make an appointment this would be a good time to do so.
Music
Friday, April 21—"Debut perform-
ance of the Trinity College Commu-
nity Orchestra in concert. A program
of the music of*~Franz Schubert di-
rected by Douglas Johnson, Trinity
instructor in music and Hartford resi-
dent. Washington Room, Mather Hal 1.
8:15 P.M. Free admission.
Sunday, April 23—Senior vocal
recital by Michael Garver. Garmany
Hall, Austin Arts Center. 8:15 P.M.
Free admission.
Sunday, April 30—"Schubert Fest:
An Afternoon of Vocal, Chamber,
Piano, and Operatic Works by Franz
Schubert." Hamlin Hall. 2 P.M.
General admission: $6. Students and
senior citizens: $3. box office: (203)
'297-2199.





•Flexible and individually adapted program
•Total immersion •Guidance and support
•Cultural activities
Academic year: September 15 to June 15
Enrollment Deadlines:
Fall Semester: April 15
Spring Semester: October 30
s
For information write or call:
VIA PARIS
6 Greenfield Ave., Bronxville, NY 10708
Telephone (914) 779-3373




April 20th, from 7:00-8:00 P.M. in
the ALumni Lounge. All students
considering an internship for Fall 1989
are urged to come hear about the
program,. We will have guest speak-
ers form several local organiztttions.
The time to arrange an internship is
NOW—come to Internship Night to
find out HOW!!!
Members of the Class of 1991 who
may wish to declare the American
Studies major are urged to contact
Professor Eugene Leach, Director of
the American Studies Program. Pro-
fessor Leach has office hours in
Seabury 12-B on Tuesday and Wed-
nesday mornings. His phone num-
bers are 197-2375 (TC) and 523-8747 -
(Home),
The Hartford Health Department,
AIDS Prevention Program, is offer-
ing a free three-session educational/
support group to help guy/bisexual
men identify risky behavior and learn
how to practice and enjoy safer sex.
This group, called "Sex Positive" is
open to gay/bisexual men only an
strict confidentiality will be main-
tained. Interested men should contact
Dan at the Hartford Health Depart-
ment at 722-6742 for registration by
first name, directions to the group and
any further information.
Bike-Aid '89 seeks concerned indi-
viduals to raise awareness and funds
for global hunger and poverty. This
coming summer, the Overseas De-
velopment Network (ODN) will be
sponsoring its fourth annual cross-
country hunger awareness bike-a-
thon, Bike-Aid '89 to raise awarness
and funds for self-help development
projects overseas and in the U.S.
Bike-Aid '89 will begin in mid-
June from four West coast cities —
Seattle, Portland, San Francisco, and
Los Angeles. A shorter ride will
originate form Austin, Texas begin-
ning in mid-July. The ride will be
completed in mid-August when cy-
clists from the five routes converge in
Washington, D.C.
For more information contact:
Bike-Aid '89, the Overseas Develop-
ment Network, P.O. box 2306, Stan-
ford, CA 94309 Tel: (415) 723-0802
or 725-1405.
Join the Connecticut chapter of the
National Space Society. The society
js dedicated to the development and
exploration of space. National
members include John Glenn, Isaac
Asimov, and Jacques Cousteau.
Tuesday, March 21, 1989, 7:00 p.m.
at the Science Museum of CT, 950
Trout Brook Drive, West Hartford,
CT. Forinfo.call HBorDavidKaplan
at 653-0324.
The Trinity Women's Organization
will meet on Thursday 4/27 at 7:00
P.M. in the Women's Center. This
meeting will be to discuss elections
for the coming year and possible
programming for next year. If inter-
ested, please attend. The meeting
will take place in the Women's Cen-
ter.
Sunday evenings at 9:00 p.m., there is
a meeting of LBQ (Lesbian-Bisex-
ual-Questioning), The meetings are
confidential and open to all women
Trinity students. Any interested
women are invited to attend these
weekly meetings. They are held in
the Women \s Center on the third floor
of Mather Campus Center.
Monday evening at 9:30 p.m., in the
Women's Center, The Trinity Gay
Lesbian Bisexual Alliance (TGLBA)
will hold its weekly meeting. All
interested members of the Trinity
Community are invited to attend.
Lesbian-Bisexual-Questioning? Join
us at 6:00P.M. intheWomen'sCenter
for a POTLUCK DINNER!!! Bring a
dish or bring yourself. Music, food,
and good company. To celebrate B-
Glad. When: Sunday, April 23.
Everyone Welcome!!!
Soviet Exchange Students 1989-1990:
Any Trinity students interested in
hosting (rooming with) next year's
students from the Soviet Union should
contact Prof. West (Seabury 12-C) in
the near future. Quads preferred.
The Junior Women's Club of Rocky
Hill is seeking craftspeople for its
"Arts and Crafts Festival" to be held
on Sunday, October 22, 1989 at the
Rocky Hill High School. Contact
(Catherine Hansen, 563-6036.
The Smith College Book Sale will




2 UPSoIutelv Great ways
TO Get A $6,000
Tuition Reimbursement
There's lots of places to find any old job with no benefits, but there's
only one place that offers part-time hours, excellent pay and incredi-
bly good benefits.. .UPS!
At any of our locations, you can receive up to $2,000 tuition reim-
bursement per semester including summer sessions (up to $6,000
annually). We have part-time positions immediately available for
PACKAGE HANDLERS
We offer $8-9 dollars an hour to start, steady 3 to 5 hour flexible
shifts that'll fit your school schedule and UPS' outstanding benefits
package:
• Fuljy paid medical and dental insurance
• Vision and prescription coverage ,
• Paid holidays and vacations
• Advancement opportunities
• And there's no experience required!




Monday or Tuesday, 6:30pm-9:30pm
at the Ramada Inn, Rt 75,







UPS.. .for Unlimited Potentials
Always An Ecjual Opportunity Employer
ter on Friday, April 21, and Saturday,
April22. Admissionis$10from9:30
A.M. to 12:00 noon on Friday.
Admission is free from 12:00 noon to
9:00 P.M. on Friday and on Saturday
from 9 A.M. to 8:00P.M.
The Medical Office and the Student
Health Advisory Committee will be
sponsoring Trinity College's 2nd
Health Fair on Wednesday, April 26,
1989,10-5 in the Washington Room,
M.C.C. Among the participants are
the Ct. State Police with "The Con-
vincer"; A.A:; Cocaine Anonymous;
Greater Hartford Community College
School of Nursing blood pressure
screening; Health Tech Industries, Inc.
doing computerized health risk as-
sessments; Lifestar helicopter flight
Nurse; Vision Corner for visual acu-
ity and glaucoma screening; Planned
Parenthood on Sexually transmitted
diseases; Weight Watchers; Aids
Project Hartford; Trinity Athletic
Dept. - body composition and fitness
assessment. The only charge at the
fair will be Hartford Hospital health
and lifestyle charge for cholesterol
screening $6.00, glucose (sugar) $6.00
or both for $10.00; Also participating
is the Mental Health Association; and
the Y.W.C.A. Sexual Assault Crisis
Serivce. The will also be Health Fair
T-shirts on sale.
Applications are now being accepted
for the Emergency Medical Techni-
cian-Paramedic Training Program to
be offered this fall, by Saint Francis
Hospital and Medical Center and
Greater Hartford Community College,
Under the program, students attend
classes at both the college and the.
hospital for two 15-week .semesters
and complete a six-week spring in-
ternship. Upon successful comple-
tion of the course, they receive 30
college credit hours and are eligible
for the state examination for certifi-
cation as EMT-Paramedics. To be
admitted to the program, a student
must possess a high school diploma
or equivalency certificate and be cer-
tified as an emergency medical tech-
nician. Applications should be sub-
mitted as soon as possible. For more
information, contact: Director of
Admissions, Greater Hartford Com-
munity College, 61 Woodland Street,
Hartford, CT 06105.
PERSONALS
FOR SALE: Ping-pong table. $70.
In perfect condition. Moving and
can't fit it in the new house. Call




Cipher", by Caroline Leopold, '91.
Wednesday, April 26—"A Read-
ing", Tijuana Murray, '91.
*A)1 presentations will be given on
Wednesdays in Wean Lounge, Mather
Campus Center, at 12:30 p.m. and
will run to about 1:15. Please bring
your lunch; light refreshments will be
served.
ROGGI'S GARAGE
10% discount to all Trinity students
and faculty with LD.
Transportation Back & Forth • Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Promt Service • 30 Years in the Area
We Work On All Trinity Vehicles
We are Reputable and Stand Behind our Work
67 1/2 Madison St. (Off of Broad St.)
247-3493
FUTON SALE
20% off Futons & frames






COTTON MATTRESSES black laquer
6" 7" OR 8" WIDTH
6 COLORS - AVAILABLE ALSO IN DENIM
FUTONS MADE. BY
• Fufqri America
TWIN $99.95 FULL $119.95 QUEEN $129.95
THE (~\ SPECIAL DISCOUNTS: STUDENTS W/ LD.
1 6 0 P a r k R o a d ' w * H a r t f o r d ' C T
1 l a m - 7 pm Monday - Saturday
1-5 pm Sunday
236-3202
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HOW I MADE $18,000
FOR COLLEGE
BY WORKING WEEKENDS.
When my friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college.
They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours
for little pay.
Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.
Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.
Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.
They're the people who help our
state during emergencies like hurri-
canes and floods. They're also an
important part of our country's military
So, since I'm helping them do such
an important job, they're helping me
make it through school.
As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus ol $2,000. I'm also getting
another $5,000 for tuition and books,
thanks to the New GI Bill.
Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to
more man $11,000 over the six years
I'm in the Guard.
And if I take out a college loan, the
Guard will help me pay it back—up to
$1,500 a year, plus interest.
It all adds up to $18,000-or more
—for college for just a little of my time.
And that's a heck of a better deal than
any car wash will give you.
THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600* OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.
*In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 721-4550; Guam: 477-9957; Virgin Islands
(St. Croix): 773-6438; New Jersey: 800-452-5794. In Alaska, consult your local
phone directory.
© 1985 United States Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense.
All rights reserved.
i MAIL TO: Army National Guard, P.O. Box 6000, Clifton, NJ 07015 i
NAME




. US CITIZEN. DYES D NO
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Lacrosse Improves
The men's Lacrosse team has advanced to a 3-2 record this season.
Men's Crew Splits With
Coast Guard and UMass
Photo by Whitney Brown
Continued from Page 10
total team effort in a 18-6 victory over
the Engineers of M.I.T. The Victory
was marked by team hustle and su-
perbe passing. John Francini had a
great day feeding the shooters from
behind the net. The entire midfield
played excellent fastbreak Lacrosse
moving the ball quickly and precisely
in the transition game. Paul "Bun-
yon" Brian wowed the crowd with
bone crushing hits. Doug Cameron,
Peter Way and Chris Smith controled
the ground balls to dominate the
midfield. Charlie Martin gave those
watching the game a thrill with a
sweet behind the back shot to score in
the fourth period. The goaltending of
both Henry Rotenstreich and Mark
Tenerowicz was excellent.
SeniorDoug Stebbins, the teams
leading scorer sees this victory as
important to the team's future
success,"We are heading into the heart
of our season. This win and the way
in which the team came together to
achieve it was exactly what we will
need to beat rivals Williams and
.Amherst." Freshman aitackmanRyan
Martin also commented on the teams
play and what are the important fac-
tors needed to remain successful,
. "Hard work, good transition play and
hustle are what we displayed against
M.I.T. We need to carry these aspects
of our play in our remaining games,
particularly against teams like
Amlierst, Williams and Bowdion."
Both of these attackmen noted the
superior play of the Middies and
Defensemen in their last game.
The Men's Lax team will face
Amherst at home on Wednesday the
3 9th. Come down and enjoy the spring




In the past two weeks Trinity's
varsity crews have faced tough oppo-
nents with mixed results. On Satur-
day April 8th in New London, the
Bantam lightweights downed Coast
Guard by a boat length, while the
heavyweight oarsmen lost to the
guardsmen by a ten-second margin.
The Tables turned on April 15th at the
Rainbow Reservoir, when the heavy-
weights defeated UMass by half a
length and the lightweights lost to the
Minutemen by 7.^ seconds.
Trinity's lightweight crew (now
1-2) jumped to a lead at the start of
their race with Coast Guard. With a
half-length lead following the start-
ing sequence, the crew of cox Susan-
nah Smetana '91, Mike Irwin '91,
Brian Scluiltz '91, Cupt. Mark Eller
'89, Gunner Furgueson '90, Scott
Mattoon '91, Jeff Barry '90, Ed
Berkowitz '91, and Eric Ferris '91
opened the lead up to a full length 500
meters into the race. Trinity increased
that lead, but Coast Guard was able to
pull within a length at the finish line.
The heavyweight race found
Trinity behind by two seats with 500
meters down, Heavyweight coxswain
Rita Nagle '89 said, "We competed
with them until 800 or 900 meters
into the race, but at that point they
opened it up." Coast Guard steadily
moved away from the heavyweight
crew of Nagle, Ed Kupa '90, Capt.
Jud Paschen '89, Dylan Remley '91,
Scott Goldsmith '90, Eric Hammer-
strom '90, Mark Russell '91, Scott
Gerien '90, and John Ulrich '90 to
win by two boat lengths.
Trinity'scoxedFourof cox Anna
Porazinski '92, Scott Haddad '90,
Neil Bi.sson '89, and Marc Paradis
'92 was down by by length to a Coast
Guard crew. Trinity closed the gap
throughout the second half of the race
to lose by only 0.6 seconds.
Last Saturday's home race with
UMass saw the Trinity heavyweights
with a two seat lead after the starting
sequence. The Bantams extended
that lead to half a length near the
1000m mark before UMass pulled
back to within two .seats. While the
Summer Jobs to Save
the Environment
National campaign
positions to pass clean air




available in 18 states &
D.C. Intvs. on campus
4/17,18. Call Kate at
1-800-622-2202.
Bantam lead extended to a full length
1500m into the race, UMass staged a
sprint comeback to finish two sec-
onds behind.
The lightweights found them-
selves behind from the start to a very
fast and underrated UMass crew. The
UMass lightweightscruised finish 7.9
seconds before the Trinity boat.
The Bantams' coxed Four de-
feated UMass as they led from start to
finish. The Four crossed the finish
line with a length and a half of open
water separating the two boats.
The lightweights then travelled
to Boston to lace Tufts on Sunday.
Due to adverse weather conditions,
the crews were forced to race on a
shortened stretch of the Charles river.
In a timed 4.5 minute contest, the
Bantams stayed with the Jumbos for
the first thirty strokes, but Tufts took
over and finished with a lead of open
water.
Trinity's freshman program has
been quite successful thus far. On
April 8th, Trinity's heavyweight
Freshmen defeated Coast Guard.
Coast Guard jumped out to a solid
lead in the race, but Trinity (cox Sean
O'Donnell, Drummond Boord, Scott
Brown, Andrew Boerstling, Scott
Tracy, Cliff Schwartz, Adrian Cas-
telli, Ari Colt, and Tim Moynihan
regained several seats as the boats
neared the 1000 meter mark. Coast .
Guard began pulling away once again,
but Trinity capitalized upon a Coast
Guard miscue with 300 meters re-
maining to win by three seconds.
The freshmen lightweights lost
to Coast Guard when the Trinity crew
of cox Matt Goldschmidt, Enrico
Brosio, Drew Williams, Jeff Stevens,
Jeff Hawkins, Ron Irwin, Shawn
Bivins, Drew Kemalian, Eric
Holtzman, and Matt McCormick fell
behind at the start. Coast Guard fin-
ished twenty seconds ahead of the
frosh crew.
A freshman coxed Four of cox
Eric Holtzman, Cam Griffin, Steve
Clement, and Mik Miyawaki defeated
Coast Guard in a neck and neck fin-
ish.
In a freshman heavyweight race
on April 15th, Trinity and UMass
were even as both boats neared the
1000 meter mark; But the Bantams
gained, a half-length lead mid way
into the race and increased their lead,
finishing a full length ahead of the
UMass crew.
The frosh lightweights defeated
UMass, taking a half-length lead from
the start and pulling away throughout
the race. The Bantams defeated the
Minutemen by open water.
The frosh coxed Four led UMass
from start to finish, crossing the line
17 seconds before the Minutemen.
The Freshmen lightweights
faced Tufts on Sunday, in a weather
hampered 4.5 minute race and were
defeated as the Jumbos came from
behind to win.
Trinity will face Georgetown .
beginning at 10:00am on Saturday





Take us for all we've got.
For information on Virgin's special student fares to London, consult your local Student Travel Agency
Or call us direct at 3-8OO-862-8623, in New York, (212). 242-1330.




On April 3, the University of Michigan defeated Seton Hall to win the
national championship under interim coach Bill Fisher. Bill Fisher is an
inspiration to all of the assistants in this world, and as interim sports editor
this week (for my other favorite Mtchigander Eric Hammerstrom), I too
would like to go out with a 6-0 lifetime record and a ring on my finger.
The subject of my latest diatribe is the recent moral decay of major
league baseball. The events of Wade Boggs's well publicized tryst with
travel agent Margo Adams and the recent delving into the business affairs
of Pete Rose have tainted professional baseball in the eyes of this writer.
Hey Wade, it would have been fine if you admitted it, but you said that
all allegations against you were unfounded. Then once you finally
admitted to the world that this affair was indeed fact, you then had to
incriminate your own team members as well. Jim Rice, Bob Stanley, and
every other member of the Red Sox should A) force Wade to seek
psychiatric help and B) bludgeon him repeatedly with their Louisville
Sluggers for his backstabbing practices. Boggs's licentious behavior has
not only produced a Schism in the Sox organization, but it has provided
incredible material for sportswriters and talk-show hosts alike. These
events have in no way affected Boggs's output thus far, as he is once again
leading ihe American League in batting.
* My next target in the immorality of major league baseball is "Charlie
Hustler", Pete Rose. If convicted on the various charges of baseball
betting, Rose could be handed the "death penalty" from commissioner
Giamatti. The laws of baseball state that if convicted on the counts of
betting on baseball the suspension will be one year, but if he is convicted
for betting on his own team, he will be ousted from baseball for life.
In his playing days, Rose was noted for his vibrant play and hustle, and
these characteristics seem to have found their way onto his off-the-field
activities. It has widely been reported that Rose bet up to $ 10,000 a day
during spring training at Tampa Downs. Rose has been quoted as saying,
that he goes to the track for relaxation and seldom bets. Sure Pete, and I
like to go Pro Wrestling matches for the atmosphere. Rose has even
enlisted .the efforts of Cincinnati relief ace Rob Murphy (owner of a
computerized horse-breeding business) to help him pick winners at the
track. It has also been rather peculiar that three of Rose's bookie buddies
have been placed in federal prisons for income tax evasion and cocaine traf-
ficking charges.
Another activity in question is the selling of'one's signature and
personal memorabilia for cashi This past weekend there was a card show
where one could purchase signatures of Yankee greats Whitey Ford and
Billy Martin for a mere nine dollars. Great deal huh! There is something
about the institution of selling one's signature that is totally ludicrous. Pete
Rose merits $20,000 for such appearances, and you to can purchase his
autograph for $12. Rose also reportedly sold his 1975 World Series ring
to pay off a gambling debt. He has produced many different items which
were used in his his many record-breaking feats. Five people claim to
possess the bat Rose used to smash hit number 4,192, and many other claim
to own the spikes and shirt he wore on this record-breaking occasion.
As I sit here clutching the bat Pete Rose used to break Ty Cobb's
record, I wonder what major league baseball has become, and where it is
going. I also hope and pray that Bo Schembechler givesjne the job so I can
































































































-James A. Beakey, Jr.-
Sports Writer
The Trinity college Men's La-
crosse team is off to a strong 3-2 start
this season. The Bants opened their
season during spring break in Tampa,
. Florida. The Lax men enjoyed the
hospitality of the world renowned
Sailport Inn and the highly praised
cuisine "and1 gTbg of Whiskey Joe's.
The Bantams made good work of
their trip posting a regular season win
over Siena College and a non-league
victory over the Tampa Bay Lacrosse
Club.
Siena College fell to the Laxmen
11-7. The victory was marked by
exceptional team play and overall
hustle. Leading the the attack was
Doug Stebbins. "Coach Stebbs" along
with Charl ie Martin netted three goals
Women's Grew Off to a Quick Start
-Allison Wielobob-
Sports Writer
Trinity Women's Crew is off and ,
rowing, fast and well. Tough Spring
break training is starting to pay off.
The racing season began April 8th at
Connecticut College. Adrenaline
flows and excitementgrows with each
race that follows.
On a bitter, wet, cold, and windy
Saturday morning on which most
Trinity Students were still enjoying
their Spring breaks, the dedicated
Trinity rowers were in New London,
battling the crews of Connecticut
College. The rowing was tough,
particularly when one is accustomed
to the balmy weather of Tampa, Flor-
ida. Braving whitecaps and a head-
wind, Trinity's varsity and junior
varsity women left Connecticut's first
boat on the horizon. "Rowing in such
conditions", said head women's coach
Norm Graf, "is a true test of oarsman-
ship." Connecticut College, already
behind by lengths of open water,
caught a crab near the thousand-me-
ter mark that sent their boat perpen-
dicular to the course and out of con-
tention for'winning second place,
against the already-ahead Trinity J.V.
boat. The varsity boat had a great race;
in the horrible conditions, finishing
in first place, and the proximity of the
J.V. boat was an excellent reflection
of the strength in the varsity program.
The novice made a great debut as the
eight rowed right through the Con-
necticut freshman. The novice four
maintained a definitive lead through
theirwholerace. Such a performance
from relatively inexperienced crews
is exciting! It is difficult to know
what to expect for your first 2000-,
meter race. Both Trinity novice
women's crewspowered right through
Conn College. Credit goes to coach
Lou O'Brien for the visibly aggres-
sive races rowed by the novice women.
Both boats had open water on the
novice Camels and held their posi-
tions through to the finish line.
April 15th and 16th, the Trinity
Women faced UMass and Mount
Holvoke. This toiifih weekend of
Vemon.Street Snack Bar Quiz
What is Saga Boh's real name?
The winner of each week's Vernon Street Snack Bar Quiz will receive one Vernon Cheeseburger one small order
of French Fries, and one medium Soft Drink, FREE OF CHARGE, from the Vemon Street Snack Bar.
All entries must be delivered to Box 1310 before 5:00pm Friday. Please include your name, box number, and your
telephone number with your entry. One entry per participant. In the case of more than one correct answer one
winner will be drawn from all correct entries.
The winner of our last issue's Vernon Street Snack Bar Quiz was Nels Carlson of Plymouth Minnesota Nels
Correctly answered the question "Who was the recipient of the first Hobey Baker award?"
The Hobey Baker award is college hockey'sequivalent to the Heisrnan Trophy. It was first presented in 1981 to
NealBroten, then of the University of Minnesota Gpldeii Gophers. -
Enjoy your meal Nels! ;
racing produced a mix of results for
the crews but great rowing through
and through. The varsity women faced
a real challenge, going up against
UMass. It was a hard race, there were
no open water leads for anybody .
UMass maintained a variable lead,
holding off Trinity's sprint, and won
by one second, the equivalent of two
seats. The next day, the varsity women
recaptured the Genevieve Goodwin
Cup from Mount Holyoke. Trinity
led from the start of the race and that
lead grew along the course of the
race. That same weekend, the junior
varsity boat suffered a six second loss
to a powerful UMass Grew. Against
Mount Holyoke the J.V. boat had the
most exciting race of the day. The
boats were neck and neck down the
course, trading the lead back and forth.
Trinity snatched the lead from Hol-
yoke in the last 500 meters and held it
by less than a seat until the last 250m;
springs began around this point and
the J.Vs grabbed a two seat lead and
held it across the finish line.
The novice eight beat UMass in a
great race but lost.to the Holyoke
freshman. The novice four beat
UMass and crushed their Mount
Holyokeopponentsinagruelingnine-
minute race maintaining their unde-
feated status.
This Saturday, Trinity's entire crew
program, both men and women, faces
the Georgetown Hoyas at our home
course on Rainbow Reservoir, Geor-
getown is always a good race, one of
the most exciting matchups of the
season, for all the boats of Trinity's
program, judging from the perform-
ances so far, the women are ready to
row some great races against Geor-
•' g e t o w n . • • • • . • :
apiece in the victory. Other strong
performances were turned in by sen-
iors Chris Smith and Peter Way.
Smitty found the net twice and Way
scored one to lead the Midfield. Team
members cited that the key to the win
was the Bants' dominance in the
ground ball column. The next night
the Bantams faced off in a non-league
game with the Tampa Bay Lacrosse
Club. The laxmen were hard-pressed
to gain a victory but met the challenge
by winning 12-11 in overtime. Ryan
Martin had a stellar evening scoring
four goals, the fourth goal being the
game winner in overtime.
After a successful Florida tour
the Trinity laxmen returned to Hart-
ford to prepare for Camels of Con-
necticut College. The Bants lost some
of their spark from the Florida sun
and came up short to their Conn,
rivals, 10-8. The loss was especially
harsh due to the fact that the Bants
were leading 8-4 going in to the sec-
ond half. Members of the team felt
they lacked the hustle they had in Fla.
and failed to come up with the impor-
tant ground balls in the second half.
• In their next game the laxmen
reignited their engines and defeated
the pachyderms of Tufts University.
The game was a 12-11 thriller with
excellent play coming from the de-
fensive end of the field. In the second
half Trinity found itself down 11-7.
Midfielder Jeff Hagopian provided
the lift the Bantams needed by win-
ning face-off after face-off. Thatextra
edge paid off when Stebbins netted
the game winner on a pass from Ryan
Martin with one minute left to play.
During this last minute of play Rob
McCool showed his mettle by com-
ing through with some big defensive
plays, stripping the ball from his
opponents a number of times. Other
notable play came from Freshman
P.T. Scull at close defense.
In their next game Trinity faced
the the perennially strong Springfield
Chiefs. The game was not a success-
ful outing for the Bants who lost 21-
6. The Laxmen could not beat the
fleet footed Chiefs on their home,
astro turf field. All was not negative,
in this defeat though, m idfielder Doug
Cameron scored twice and Rob
McCool played well against All-
American Eddie Carey,
In their next game the tets re-
turned to their winning ways with a
'.Continued on Page 9
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Men's and Women's Track Off and Running
Continued from Page 12
The men's sprinters, sure to be
one of the most talented groups in
New England, turned in some very
fast early season times. In the lOOm
• co-captain Russ Alderson '89 led a 1-
2 finish by clocking a 10.9. He was
closely followed by Rhoades Aider-
son '92. In the 200m, co-captain
Scott Issac '89 led a 1-2-3 Trinity
finish of himself, Rhoades Alderson,
and Steve Shorte '92. In the 400m,
Issac won by more than three seconds
over his nearest competitor by clock-
ing a 48.7 for the one-lapper. Senior
Pete Ostrander '89 also had a fine day
as he took a second in the 110m high
hurdles and a first in the 400 interme-
diates, where he was followed by
soph hurdle specialist Rich DiPreta
'91 (third place).
In the middle and long distances,
Trinity scored all over the place. It
started in the 3000m steeplechase as
senior Chris Dickerson '89 won with
Mike Fagan '90 following in third.
There was also excellent results in
the 1500m where Mike Joyce '90 and
Kevin Hall '92 ran strong races to
take second and third place respec-
tively. This finish was also the same
in the 5000m where Eric Gazin '91
took second and Bruce Corbett '90
took third. The team of Doug Weth-
erill '92 and Campbell Barrett also
ran well by striding to a one-two
finish in the 800m.
Excellent efforts were also put
forth in the field where Trinity won
six out of the eight events contested.
The men went 1 -2 in the pole vault as
Steve Redgate '91 and Rich Skubish
'89 took to the friendly skies success-
fully. Also skying was George Logan
'91 who won the high jump, where
Pat Bayliss '91 placed third. Logan
also won the triple jump with James
Lane '92 and Aaron Sobe! '90 com-
pleting a 1-2-3 triple jump finish.
Sobel also finished second in the long
jump with Scott Sandora '92 placing
third.
The weight events went well for
Trinity as Chuck Gill '91 and Steve
Gorman '90 took first and third in the
hammer. Jeff Buzzi '90,RobConklin
'91, and James Lane '92 swept the
javelin (1st, 2nd, and 3rd). J.B. Wells
'91 .heaved his way to a first in the
shot as Sam Gourley '90 took third.
Wells also placed second in the dis-
cus.
The men rounded out their vic-
tory with excellent efforts by the re-
lays as the 4x 100m relay won and the
4x400m relay took second.
On April 8th, the men's and
women \s teams were back in action at-
Westfield State in a meet that in-
cluded Westfield, Coast Guard, Wil-
liams, Middlebury, and RPI. The
teams were also back in typically
unpredictable New England weather,
but despite the chilling temperatures
put forth excellent results.
Once again, the women had a
great showing in the sprints as
McGowan won both the 100m and
200m. Her short-sprint partner, Dre-
wiacki, earned a pair of thirds in the
100 and 200. Meanwhile, Taffuri,
ran a hard-fought race in the 400m to
take second. Neilan also competed
well in a fast 100m hurdle race to
finish fifth.
Wehrli was once again in fine
form in the 1500m race where she
fended off two pesky Williams run-
ners to win. Mulready was close
behind in fourth place with a quick
time for the metric mile. Wehrli also
finished fourth in a tightly-contested
800m race, In the long distances,
Summers took to the track for the
5000m and ran to a fifth place finish.
In the field, McGowan contin-
ued her domination of the long jump
by winning with a leap of 16'1.5".
Taffuri alsocontinued to perform weli
by taking a second in the triple jump.
Jen Moran also showed that she is
taking to the high jump quite well by
placing fourth. The weight events
found VanCampen in command as
she won the discus by a comfortable
margin and finished third in the shot.
Lindsay also competed well in the
javelin as she took a fourth.
The 4X400m relay team ran to a
third to round out the scoring, but
unfortunately, the Lady Bants were,
nipped by a deep Williams team.
The men's team story had a
slightly different ending as they were
able to outpoint all comers and hold
on to a 14-point margin of victory.
Issac continued his winning
ways by taking the 200m in 22.2 and
the 400m in 49.2. His performances
were supplemented by fine efforts on
the part of the rest of the Bantam
sprinters. RodMoore '89andRhoades
Alderson '92 rocketed to third and
fourth in the century while the younger
Alderson added a third in the 200m.
Moore also placed sixth in the 200m.
Meanwhile in the hurdles, Ostrander
placed second in the 11 Orn highs and
third in the400m intermediates amidst
tough competition. '
Two of the fastest races on the
day came in the middle- and long-
distances. In the 800m, frosh Weth-
erill, who is already enjoying an ex-
cellent first outdoor campaign, ran a
1:58.4 to take third. Dickerson com-
pleted a difficult 3000m steeple/
5000m double by taking second in the
steeple and fourth in the 5000m.
Turning to the field, Trinity was
once again well-represented in the
weight events. In the discus, Gourley,
Wells, and Gorman placed 4th, 5th,
and 6th respectively. Wells also took
a third in the shot with Gourley com-
ing in sixth. Also, Rob Conklin has
showngreat improvements thejave-
lin where he continued his successes
by winning. He was followed by
Buzzi in third.
The jumps also provided some
great results as Moore finished sec-
ond in the long jump. Also, Skubish •
and newcomer James Mackey '92
took second and fourth in the pole
vault. Logan led a 1-3-5 finish in the
triple jump with Lane in third and
Sobet in fifth. One of the highlights
of the day was Logan's win in the
high jump at6'8". His jump broke a
12-year old school record which he
previously co-held.
The relays capped off a trmen-
dous day for the Trinity men as the
4xl00m 'A'relay wonin43.6. They
were followed by the 'B' relay in an
unofficial fifth (only one relay team
could score). Also, the mile relay
took a fourth to help seal the win for
Trinity.
Due to space considerations, the
results from Trinity's meet against
Connecticut College and Wesleyan
held last Saturday will be released
next week. However, both the Trinity
men and women won, which shows
evenmoretherewards that both teams
should reap at the NESCAC champi-
onships in two weeks. Next week, the
Trinity men wilt carry an 8-0 record
(5-0 in the NESCAC), while the Trin-
ity women will take a 6-1 record(4-1
in the NESCAC) up to Worcester,
Mass, to compete in a quad meet
against always-strong WPI, Tufts, and
Coast Guard. This meet should go a
long way in determining how ready
the men and women are to winning
NESCAC championship team titles.
As always, Trinity track stands ready
for the challenge.
Freshman Scott Sandora addresses a hurdle. Photo by Kevin Wong
The College View Cafe Scoreboard
Athlete of
the Week
The College View Cafe athlete of
the week is sophomore high-jumper
George Logan of New Haven,CT.
Logan won the high jump at April
8th's meet at Westfield State which
featured Westfield, Coast Guard,
Williams, Middlebury, RPI, and
Trinity. His jump of 6'8" shattered
the twelve-year-old school record
that he previously co-held.
Congratulations George!
Tuesday is $3 Pitcher Night at The View
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PORTS
Baseball Off To 5-2 Start
-By Stu Meltzer-
Sports Writer
Photo by Sue Muik
Trin Faculty
Vs. NY Giants
After seven games of the base-
ball season the Trinity Bantams have
a record of 5-2. A good start to a
season in which good things are ex-
pected from the team. The Bantams
got off to a quick start in Florida,
winning five of six games with a
blend of good pitching and plenty of
offensive support. If both of those
things continue up north. Trinity will
be a tough team to beat.
The first game in Florida was
played against Hartwick College of
Oneonta, New York. The Bantams
got two hits apiece from Keith Loner-
gan and J. P. Marra as they defeated
Hartwick 8-6. Marra drove in three
runs. Dave Federman picked up the
win in relief of Paul Stanton. Feder-
man pitched five innings without
giving up an earned run and recording
three strikeouts.
Game two pitted the Bantams
=
against Hillsdale College of Hillsdale,
Michigan. Trinity won 11-3 as Dave
Port gave up one earned run in six
innings for his first win of the season.
Matt Miller (2 for 4,3 rbi) and Rocco
Demaio (2 for4,4 rbi) led the Bantam
attack. Rick Rogalski and J.P. Marra
also added two hits apiece for the
Bantams.
Trinity dropped its only game of
the trip in the third game of the trip,
losing to Hillsdale 8-6. Freshman
pitcher John Dauph inee took the loss.
Chris Donlon, in relief of Dauphinee,
gave up one earned run in four in-
nings. Jason Micks made his first
appearance in the field, playing first
base, and hit a homerun in his first
collegiate at bat. It was one of two
that Hicks hit in Florida.
Game four saw Trinity get back
to its winning ways with ?t 3-2 victory
over rival Williams College. Jason
Hicks started the game and pitched
well, giving up two earned runs in
five innings. Dave Federman, in re-
lief of Hicks, pithed four scoreless
= 5 N
Hartford, Conn.— Members of the
New York Giants football team will
trade cleats for sneakers on Thursday,
April 20, when they meet a group of
Trinity employees on the basketball
court.
The game, sponsored by the
Trinity College Activities Council,
will begin at 7:30 p.m. in the Oosting
Gymnasium of Trinity's Ferris Ath-
letic Center. Proceeds from ticket
sales will be donated to the Connecti-
cut Traumatic Brain Injury Associa-
tion Inc. and to the St. Elizabeth House
Project of the Mercy Housing and
ShelterCorp. The St. Elizabeth House
Project is a non-profit multifaceted
social service agency providing serv-
ices to the homeless and hungry of the
Hartford area.
The Giants players will be avail-
able to sign autographs during
haiftime. Among those who have
played for the G iants basketball team
in the past are Joe Morris, Lawrence
Taylor, Lionel Manuel, Pepper
Johnson, Zeke Mowatt, Kenny Hill,
Stephen Baker, Bill-Roberts, and
Adrian White.
Members of the Trinity, team
will include Hartford residents John
Georges, assistantprofessorof mathe-
matics; Gabe Harris, sports informa-
tion director; and Harry Pacheco,
assistant director of Upward Bound,
as well as Hurt Apfelbaum of Weth-
ersfield, head crew coach and direc-
torof intramural athletics; Jim Foster
of East Lyme, head track coach and
assistant football coach; Dan Grohs
of Avon, supervisor of the post of-
fice; Frank Hacker of Storrs, assis-
tant trainer; Rick Hampton, profes-
sor of philosophy; Dennis Mink of
South Windsor, director of Upward
Bound; Craig Schneider of Manch-
ester, professor of biology; and Bob
Schondelmeier, food service direc-
tor.
Tickets are $5 in advance and $7
on the day of the game. They can be
obtained through the Austin Arts
Center box office from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. daily, beginning April 3. For
more information, call the box office
at (203) 297-2199.
Team Leaders as of 4/15:
Batting H AB AVG..
Hicks 8 16 .500 2 home runs
DeMaio 12 25 .480 10 rbi »
Marra 11 25 .440 7 rbi
Williamson 12 28 .429 2 home runs, 7 rbi
Miller 13 31 .419 I home run, 9 rbi







innings to pick up his second win.
The fifth game turned into a
slugfest as Trinity defeated Colby
College 13-11. Jay Williamson had a
big day with four hits (one home run,
2 doubles) and five rbi '.sin six at-bats.
Jason Hicks, who hit his second home
run, and J. P. Marra each added three
hits to help fuel the Bantam fire. Matt
Miller and Keith Lonergan also hit
their first home runs of the season.
The winning pitcher was Dave Fed-
erman, who increased his record to 3-
0.
The final game of the Florida
trip saw Trinity beat up on Hartwick
College.- Behind the strong seven
inning, three earned run performance
of pitcher Dave Port, Trinity won 11-
4. Port increased his record to 2-0
with the win, and also struck out six
batters. Rick Rogalski homered and
drove in three runs for the Bantams
while Matt Miller, Jay Williamson,
Rocco DeMaio, and J. P.' Marra all
added three hits.
The Bantams got a taste of real-
ity in their home opener against Wil-
liams. A ten run eighth inning did
Trinity in as Williams came from
behind to beat the Bantams 14-9.
Miller, Marra, Rob Delena, and Lon-
ergan all had two hits for Trinity.
The Bantams are 5-2 and look
like they are on the way to having a
good season. The pitching, for the
most part, has been consistent and the
hitting is not a question. This.Trinity
team should be an exciting orje to
vvatch. The Bantams nexthomegames
begin at 1:00 on April 22nd when
. they host Tufts for a doubie-header.
Tennis Faces A Host Of Opponents
-By David Yoon-
Sports Writer
The Trini ty Men's Tenn is Team
suffered three tough losses last week,
losing to the University of Connecti-.
cut, Amherst College, and M.I.T. This
was disappointing espec i al ly after the
team's great start in its 9-0 romp over
W.P.I, in the season-opener. They
also reflect the tough and, somewhat
chaotic, schedule thatthe tennis team
faces with a number of matches
against tough Division I and II schools.
On Saturday, the team traveled
to Boston to face a talented M.I.T.
squad. The bleak and dismal weather
that day reflected how the team played
and their slump in general. The rain •
forced the two teams to play indoors.
M.I.T., a Division II power, shut out
the Bants 9-0, limiting the varsity to
only one set won. Sophomore Jorge
Rodriguez at the number six slot was
edged out by M.I.T.'s Leon Ting in
three sets, 1-6, 7-5, 7-5, in a very
excitingmatch. Tom Reuter, Trinity's
freshman sensation, lost to Alexis
Photiades at the number three spot 6-
1 in the first set. The second set went
to a tiebreaker with'Photiades win-
ning 7-2. The doubles teams for Trin-
ity which have fared well in the past,
did not do so Saturday with Juniors
Chris Pouncey and Jamie Gabriel at
number one losing 6-1,6-3 to M.I.T. 's
Kai-Ye Ho and Brian Brown.
Earlier in that week, the tennis
team, traveled north to face the Lord
Jeffs of Amherst College, one of their
tougher league opponents. The Ban-
tams also lost this one by the score of
7-2. The winners on that day were
Pouncey at number four and the
doubles duo of Senior Co-captain
Brian Johnson and Reuter at number
three. The Pouncey match proved to
be a very exciting win and showed
that the Trinity tennis team has the
potential to be force this season and in
years to come. Pouncey beat his
opponent, Junior Andy Gentin, by the
score of 6-4, 7-5. This was a hard-
earned win for Pouncey in a close
Track: Men 8-0, Women 6-1
-By Aaron Sobel-
Sports Writer
There's a saying about New
England weather- that if you don't
like it, then wait a minute, At the end
ofMarch, the Bantams put all thought
of New England weather behind them
as they headed to sunnyTampa, Flor-
ida for pre-season training and a meet
against Middlebury College. How-
ever, as luck would, have it, the one
day that rained on the Bantams' pa-
rade just happened to be the day of the
meet against Middlebury. This,,
however, did not stop Trinity' s charge
as both the men and women cruised to
easy victories over the less-experi-
enced Panthers. :
.;• -The women won 12 out,of 17'
events on the day as every member
got off to fine starts in the short-lived
outdoorseason.Thesprintsconfirmed
that the Lady Bants will have no
shortage of talent in this department
as the tandem of tri-captain Kay
McGowan '89 and newcomer Hilla
Drewiacki '92 took first and second
in both the 100m and the 200m. Also,
tri-captain Fif Taffuri '89 ran a con-
trolled 400m to wiri that event. In the
hurdles, senior Eileen Neilan '89
handled the responsibilities as
Trinity' s top female hurdler by taking
seconds in both the 100m high and
. 400m intermediate events. •
. .•: The middle-and long-distances
also benefitted from fine opening
outdoor performances from tri-cap-
tain Gail Wehrli '89 who won both
the 800m and 1500m. Wehrli was
joined in the 1500m by Michelle York
'91 (3rd place) and by Candace Mu-
lready '90 (3rd place) in the 800m.
Additionally, the Lady Bants made
short work of the 3000m with Sue
Kinz '89 and Claire Summers '92
taking first and second respectively.
However, the Trinity women
were not finished there as they also
went on to dominate the field events.
McGowan won the long jump with
Tara Lawson taking third. Taffuri
took the triple jump, one of her best
events, with Lawson again taking
third. Lawson became a true triple
jumper by also taking second in the
high jump. The discus and the shot
featured the excellent performances
of New England weight threat Jen
VanCampen '90, who took third in
the disc and garnered a win in the
shot. In the other weight events, Pam
Barry '91 took first in the hammer
and second in the javelin. Chris Lind-
say '91 won the javelin while Alisa
Coren '92 placed third in the ham-
mer.
The 4X100m also found the
women in first with a time of 54.2
which contributed to Trinity's 87-49
victory over Middlebury.
The men found themselves in an
equally victorious position with a III-
51 win over Micklleburv.
Continued on Page 11
match, with his superb net play and
experience proving to be too much
for his M.I.T. counterpart.
Reuter and Johnson played lough
and held.strong in a marathon match
decided in three sets. After losing the
first set 6-3, they played strong and
won the second set in a tiebreaker.
Then Reuter and Johnson took con-
trol and won tlie third set 6-4 which
was decided by a difference of one
service break. The Reuter-Johnson
duo has proven to be a success mainly
due to the improvement of the play-
ers' overall net play. Reuter, like
many European clay court players,
possesses a strong baseline game but
a less superior net game. He and
Johnson have dramatically improved
their net play and have learned to play
well together. In the UCONN match
on April 10, Reuter and Johnson came
back from being down 6-4 in the first
set and a match point in the second to
win the set and the match 4-6,7-5,6-
2.
The UCONN match mentioned
earlier proved to be-the most excited
match yet. The Huskies, a Division I
team, edged out the Bants 5-4.
Trinity's coach, Larry Hutnick, said
of the match, "[The UCONN] match
had to be the most exciting match in
the history of Trinity tennis. There
were four three-setters and we were
down 4-2 after the singles." As the
coach said, the team was down 4-2
after the singles and needed to sweep
the three doubles matches to win.
The winners in the singles were
Rodriguez at number five, 6-3,4-6,6-
'2, and Senior Co-captain Peter Bar-
low at number six, 6-3, 1-6,6-1. After
the singles, the players were down
and obviously disappointed but the
team did come back in a display of
tremendous character. Barlow and
Rodriguez at number two won rather
handily 7-6(7-2), 6-2. . After the
Reuter-Johnson match, the dual match
was tied at 4-4 and the outcome rested
in the hands of Pouncey-Gabriel.
In this most exciting match,
Pouncey and Gabriel started the match
poorly and out of synch and conse- '
quently lost the first set 6-2. The
problems continued for the twain as
they were down 1-4 in the second.
. Then something clicked as Pouncey
and Gabriel started to get into a groove
and, with it their showboating style of
play. In the sixth game of the second
set, they began to take control. Thus,
they won the next six of seven games
to take the second set 7-5.
After taking the lead 4-1 in the
third set, Pouncey and Gabriel seemed
to have things under control until
UCONN'sToddFarin '89andGlenn
Marshal! '89 began to play tough.
They broke Gabriel's serve at love in
the sixth game and eventually tied
Trinity at 4-all. The match remained
tied at 6 apiece and it was close even
to the end when Farin-Marshall edged
out Pouncey-Gabriel 9-7.
Despite the losses last week, the
positive outcome of this series was
that the team is having fun and has the
enthusiasm that wasn't there last year.
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Lacrosse at 3-2
